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ERRATA
p. 28. Game Terms.
Add the following sentence to the end of the third paragraph:
If you take control of an enemy trooper, it acts as an independent 
model while it is under your control.

p. 34. eyeless siGhT.
Replace the last sentence with the following:
This model ignores concealment (p. 57) and Stealth (p. 34).

p. 37. FacinG.
Add the following sentence to the end of the second 
paragraph:
If a model is not completely within the back arc of a model, it is 
within its front arc.

p. 42. acTivaTinG UniTs.
Replace the fifth sentence of the first paragraph with the 
following:
A trooper that is out of formation at the start of its unit’s activation 
must use its normal movement to make a full advance toward or 
run directly toward its unit commander.

p. 43. line oF siGhT.
Add the following lines to the first paragraph of this section:
Any time one model “targets” another model, it must have line 
of sight to that model. When a model “selects” another model, it 
need not have line of sight. A model’s controller can check its line 
of sight at any time.

pp. 46–47. charGe.
Replace the sixth and seventh sentences of the second 
paragraph with the following:
Once the charge target is in the charging model’s melee range, 
it must stay in the charging model’s melee range for the entire 
charge. The charging model stops if it contacts a model, an 
obstacle, or an obstruction or if it is pushed, slammed, or thrown.

p. 48. acTions.
In the last sentence of the first paragraph, change “cannot 
move” to “cannot advance.”

p. 51. power aTTacks.
Change the trample bullet point to the following:
Heavy and Colossal warjacks: Trample.

pp. 51–52. headlock/weapon lock.
Replace the first sentence with the following:
A model making a headlock/weapon lock can lock a warjack or 
warbeast’s weapon or head to prevent its use if the target has an 
equal- or smaller-sized base.

Replace the fifth paragraph with the following:
A locked model can choose only to make a combat action as its 
action and cannot make a special attack. At the beginning of its 
combat action, a model suffering a headlock/weapon lock must 
attempt to break the lock. When a break attempt is made, both 
models involved in the lock roll a d6 and add their STR. If the 
locked model’s total exceeds that of the model holding the lock, 
the lock is broken. The locked model can make its initial melee 
attacks with any melee weapon not located in a locked system as 
normal. After resolving these attacks and attempts to break free, a 
warjack can spend focus points to make more attempts to break a 
lock or to make additional attacks with usable weapons, at 1 focus 
point per break attempt or additional attack. Once a lock is broken, 
the model can use the weapon that was locked to make additional 
attacks during its activation. At any time during its activation, a 
model can voluntarily release a lock it is maintaining.

p. 54. BeinG Thrown.
Replace the last sentence of the first paragraph with the 
following:
A large- or huge-based model throwing a small-based model adds 
1˝ to this distance.
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p. 55. doUBle-hand Throw.
Add the following after the second sentence of the third 
paragraph:
In either case, the direction must be away from the attacker as 
with other throw power attacks.

Add the following to the end of the fourth paragraph:
The deviation distance cannot exceed half the distance between the 
thrown model and the intended point of impact.

pp. 55–56. Trample.
Replace the first sentence of the third paragraph with the 
following:
After the warjack has finished its trample movement, it makes a 
melee attack roll against each small-based model through which it 
moved during this movement.

Add the following to the Trample section.
If a trampling model first contacts the front arc of a model in 
Shield Wall, that model gains its Shield Wall ARM bonus when 
resolving damage for the trample.

p. 57. concealmenT and cover.
Add the following after the second sentence of the first 
paragraph:
A terrain feature obscures the base of a target model if you can 
draw a line from any part of the attacker’s volume to any part of 
the target model’s volume and that line passes through that terrain 
feature. In order to benefit from concealment or cover, the model 
must be within 1˝ of the terrain feature along that straight line.

p. 63. knockdown.
In the second sentence, change “cannot move” to “cannot 
advance.”

p. 64. sTaTionary models.
Replace the first sentence of the last paragraph with the 
following:
A melee attack against a stationary model automatically hits.

p. 68. reacTivaTinG warJacks.
Add the following text: 
If the model reactivating a warjack has the Battlegroup 
Commander rule, the warjack becomes a part of its battlegroup.

p. 71. aTTachmenTs.
Add the following to the Attachments text.
Models in a unit gain the benefits of Granted abilities only while 
the model on whose card the rule appears is in formation.

p. 72. Field promoTion.
Add the following to the Field Promotion text:
If an effect allows your opponent to immediately take control of 
the Officer or Leader of a unit to make an attack or to make a full 
advance and an attack, that model remains the unit commander 
and is not replaced despite your opponent’s temporary control.

p. 77. maGic aTTack rolls.
Replace the first sentence of the fourth paragraph with the 
following:
A magic attack roll does not suffer the target in melee attack roll 
penalty when the point of origin is in melee with the target.

p. 81. moUnT.
Replace the bold equation with: 
Mount Melee Attack Damage Roll = 2d6 + POW of Mount

pp. 81–82. cavalry charGe.
Replace the first sentence of the second paragraph with the 
following:
If a charging cavalry model contacts another model during its 
movement and has moved at least 3˝, it can stop and make impact 
attacks with its Mount (see “Mount,” previous) against all 
models in the Mount’s melee range.

p. 82. liGhT cavalry.
Replace the first sentence of the second paragraph with:
After an independent light cavalry model completes its action, the 
model can advance up to 5˝. After all the models in a light cavalry 
unit have completed their actions, each can advance up to 5˝.

p. 92. mosh piT.
The Mosh Pit is a 16˝-diameter circle.

p. 244. appendix a.
Add the following to the end of the second paragraph:
At any time two or more abilities are triggered at the same time, 
such as “attack hit” or “end activation,” the active player chooses 
the order in which abilities on his models resolve, then the inactive 
player chooses the order in which abilities on his models resolve.

pp. 247–249. appendix B.
Replace the text of the Extended Control bond with:
This warjack gains Extended Control Range. (When checking to 
see if a model with Extended Control Range is in its controller’s 
control area, double the area.)

hordes: primal mk ii
p. 28. Game Terms.
Add the following sentence to the end of the third paragraph:
If you take control of an enemy trooper, it acts as an independent 
model while it is under your control.

p. 33. eyeless siGhT.
Replace the last sentence with the following:
This model ignores concealment (p. 57) and Stealth (p. 34).
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p. 37. FacinG.
Add the following sentence to the end of the second 
paragraph:
If a model is not completely within the back arc of a model, it is 
within its front arc.

p. 38. BUildinG yoUr army.
Replace the first sentence of the second paragraph with the 
following:
To create an army, first choose a faction and decide on an encounter 
level, then spend the allotted army points to add models and units from 
your chosen faction and the minions who will work for that faction.

p. 42. acTivaTinG UniTs.
Replace the fifth sentence of the first paragraph with the 
following:
A trooper that is out of formation at the start of its unit’s activation 
must use its normal movement to make a full advance toward or 
run directly toward its unit commander.

p. 43. line oF siGhT.
Add the following lines to the first paragraph of this section:
Any time one model “targets” another model, it must have line 
of sight to that model. When a model “selects” another model, it 
need not have line of sight. A model’s controller can check its line 
of sight at any time.

p. 47. charGe.
Replace the sixth and seventh sentences of the second 
paragraph with the following:
Once the charge target is in the charging model’s melee range, 
it must stay in the charging model’s melee range for the entire 
charge. The charging model stops if it contacts a model, an 
obstacle, or an obstruction or if it is pushed, slammed, or thrown.

p. 48. acTions.
In the last sentence of the first paragraph, change “cannot 
move” to “cannot advance.”

p. 51. power aTTacks.
Change the trample bullet point to the following:
Heavy and Gargantuan warbeasts: Trample.

pp. 51–52. headlock/weapon lock.
Replace the first sentence with the following:
A model making a headlock/weapon lock can lock a warjack or 
warbeast’s weapon or head to prevent its use if the target has an 
equal- or smaller-sized base.

Replace the fifth paragraph with the following:
A locked model can choose only to make a combat action as its 
action and cannot make a special attack. At the beginning of its 
combat action, a model suffering a headlock/weapon lock must 
attempt to break the lock. When a break attempt is made, both 
models involved in the lock roll a d6 and add their STR. If the 

locked model’s total exceeds that of the model holding the lock, 
the lock is broken. The locked model can make its initial melee 
attacks with any melee weapon not located in a locked system as 
normal. After resolving these attacks and attempts to break free, a 
warbeast can be forced to make more attempts to break a lock or to 
make additional attacks with usable weapons; force the warbeast 
once per break attempt or additional attack. Once a lock is broken, 
the model can use the weapon that was locked to make additional 
attacks during its activation. At any time during its activation, a 
model can voluntarily release a lock it is maintaining.

p. 53. BeinG Thrown.
Replace the last sentence of the first paragraph with the 
following:
A large- or huge-based model throwing a small-based model adds 
1˝ to this distance.

pp. 54–55. doUBle-hand Throw.
Add the following after the second sentence of the third 
paragraph:
In either case, the direction must be away from the attacker as 
with other throw power attacks.

Add the following to the end of the fourth paragraph:
The deviation distance cannot exceed half the distance between the 
thrown model and the intended point of impact.

pp. 55–56. Trample.
Replace the first sentence of the third paragraph with the 
following:
After the warbeast has finished its trample movement, it makes a 
melee attack roll against each small-based model through which it 
moved during this movement.

Add the following to the Trample section.
If a trampling model first contacts the front arc of a model in 
Shield Wall, that model gains its Shield Wall ARM bonus when 
resolving damage for the trample.

p. 57. concealmenT and cover.
Add the following after the second sentence of the first 
paragraph:
A terrain feature obscures the base of a target model if you can 
draw a line from any part of the attacker’s volume to any part of 
the target model’s volume and that line passes through that terrain 
feature. In order to benefit from concealment or cover, the model 
must be within 1˝ of the terrain feature along that straight line.

p. 63. knockdown.
In the second sentence, change “cannot move” to “cannot 
advance.”
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p. 65. sTaTionary models.
Replace the first sentence of the last paragraph with the 
following:
A melee attack against a stationary model automatically hits.

pp. 68–69. conTinUoUs eFFecTs.
Replace the first icon in the Corrosion entry ( ) with the 
Continuous Effect: Corrosion  icon.
Replace the first icon in the Fire entry ( ) with the 
Continuous Effect: Fire  icon. Replace the last icon in the 
Fire entry ( ) with the Immunity: Fire  icon.

p. 71. aTTachmenTs.
Add the following to the Attachments text:
Models in a unit gain the benefits of Granted abilities only while 
the model on whose card the rule appears is in formation.

p. 72. Field promoTion.
Add the following to the Field Promotion text:
If an effect allows your opponent to immediately take control of 
the Officer or Leader of a unit to make an attack or to make a full 
advance and an attack, that model remains the unit commander 
and is not replaced despite your opponent’s temporary control.

p. 74. Threshold and Frenzy.
Replace the last paragraph with the following:
A player cannot intentionally choose a path for a frenzying 
model’s charge that would cause the charge to fail.

Because a frenzied warbeast activates in the Control Phase, it 
cannot activate during the Activation Phase that turn. During the 
frenzy activation, a frenzied warbeast can only take its movement 
and action as described above. It cannot be forced, use its animus, 
etc. If a frenzied warbeast cannot immediately activate, it loses 
its activation and is no longer frenzied, and you can remove any 
number of fury points from it.

p. 80. maGic aTTack rolls.
Replace the first sentence of the fourth paragraph with the 
following:
A magic attack roll does not suffer the target in melee attack roll 
penalty when the point of origin is in melee with the target.

p. 83. moUnT.
Replace the bold equation with:
Mount Melee Attack Damage Roll = 2d6 + POW of Mount

pp. 83–84. cavalry charGe.
Replace the first sentence of the second paragraph with the 
following:
If a charging cavalry model contacts another model during its 
movement and has moved at least 3˝, it can stop and make impact 
attacks with its Mount (see “Mount,” previous) against all 
models in the Mount’s melee range.

p. 84. liGhT cavalry.
Replace the first sentence of the second paragraph with:
After an independent light cavalry model completes its action, the 
model can advance up to 5˝. After all the models in a light cavalry 
unit have completed their actions, each can advance up to 5˝.

p. 94. mosh piT.
The Mosh Pit is a 16˝-diameter circle.

p. 236. appendix a.
Add the following to the end of the second paragraph:
At any time two or more abilities are triggered at the same time, 
such as “attack hit” or “end activation,” the active player chooses 
the order in which abilities on his models resolve, then the inactive 
player chooses the order in which abilities on his models resolve.

pp. 239–241. appendix B.
Replace the text of the Extended Control bond with:
This warbeast gains Extended Control Range. (When checking to 
see if a model with Extended Control Range is in its controller’s 
control area, double the area.)

Replace the text of the Dominator bond with:
When this warbeast makes an attack against an enemy warbeast or 
warjack in the control area of this warbeast’s controlling warlock, 
this warbeast gains +2 to the attack and damage rolls against the 
enemy model.

expansion Book erraTa
Cygnar ForCe Book
p. 34. lieUTenanT allisTer caine 
Theme Force.
Change the text of the first sentence of the Tier 1 Benefit to:
Non-character Arcane Tempest Gun Mage units become FA U.

Protectorate of Menoth force Book
p. 38. The harBinGer oF menoTh 
Theme Force.
Add the following sentence to the Tier 3 Benefit:
These walls cannot be placed within 3˝ of another wall or terrain 
feature.

Cryx ForCe Book

p. 28. iron lich asphyxioUs Theme 
Force.
Replace the last sentence of the tier 3 benefit with:
Wreck markers cannot be placed within 3˝ of a terrain feature or 
another wreck marker.
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p. 32. masTer necroTech 
morTeneBra Theme Force.
Change the text of the Tier 2 Benefit to:
Helljacks gain Stealth  during the first round of the game.

Convergence of CyrIss 
Force booK
p. 41. ForGe masTer synTherion 
Theme Force.
Change the text of the Tier 1 Benefit to:
Algorithmic Dispersion Optifex solos gain Advance Deployment .

Mercenaries Force Book
p. 24. maGnUs The TraiTor Theme 
Force.
Replace the last sentence of the tier 3 benefit with:
Wreck markers cannot be placed within 3˝ of a terrain feature or 
another wreck marker.

Legion of everbLight 
force book
p. 28. ThaGrosh, The messiah Theme 
Force.
Add Blighted Nyss Shepherds to the list of solos that can be 
included in the army.

warmachine: wraTh

p. 16. FacinG & line oF siGhT.
Replace the last sentence with the following:
If any part of a model’s base is on the line separating the left and 
right fields of fire it is considered to be in both fields of fire.

p. 17. massive.
Replace the text of Massive with the following:
A battle engine cannot be pushed, knocked down, or made 
stationary. A battle engine cannot be moved by a slam or throw.

hordes: dominaTion

p. 17. massive.
Replace the text of Massive with the following:
A battle engine cannot be pushed, knocked down, or made 
stationary. A battle engine cannot be moved by a slam or throw.

warmachine: colossals

p. 21. massive.
Replace the text of Massive with the following:
A colossal cannot be pushed, knocked down, or made stationary. A 
colossal cannot be moved by a slam or throw.

p. 23. damaGinG a colossal.
Add the following paragraph to Damaging a Colossal:
Some colossals also have an S system or superstructure. In addition 
to any effects of a crippled superstructure listed in a colossal’s rules, 
all weapons in location S suffer the effects under Crippled Weapon 
when the S system is crippled.

hordes: GarGanTUans

p. 17. massive.
Replace the text of Massive with the following:
A gargantuan cannot be pushed, knocked down, or made 
stationary. A gargantuan cannot be moved by a slam or throw.

p. 45. hUnTers Grim Theme Force.
Change the text of the Tier 4 requirements to:
The army includes one or more Pyg Bushwhacker units.

model erraTa
Cygnar
capTain kara sloan. FirinG sqUad.
Replace the second sentence of Firing Squad with the 
following:
When a model in Sloan’s battlegroup that is in her control area 
hits an enemy model with a normal ranged attack during its 
activation, immediately after that attack is resolved one other 
model in Sloan’s battlegroup that is in her control area can make 
one normal ranged attack.

GallanT. open FisT.
(Apply only to the card. The WARMACHINE: Wrath entry 
is correct.)
Add the Open Fist icon ( ) to Gallant’s Open Fist.

GallanT. shield GUard.
Remove the tactical tip and replace the text of Shield Guard 
with:
Once per round, when a friendly model is directly hit by a ranged 
attack during your opponent’s turn while within 2˝ of this model, 
you can choose to have this model directly hit instead. This model 
is automatically hit and suffers all damage and effects. This model 
cannot use Shield Guard if it is incorporeal, knocked down, or 
stationary.

hUnTer. exTended conTrol ranGe.
Replace the text of Extended Control Range with:
When checking to see if this model is in its controller’s control 
area, double the area.

lonG GUnner inFanTry oFFicer & 
sTandard. sTandard Bearer.
(Apply only to the card. The Forces of WARMACHINE: 
Cygnar entry is correct.) 
The Standard Bearer has a sword with POW 3 (P+S 7).
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maJor markUs “sieGe” BrisBane. 
Breach.
Replace the text of Breach with the following:
The next time each enemy model suffers a damage roll while 
in Siege’s control area, halve its base ARM when calculating 
damage. Breach lasts for one turn.

maJor markUs “sieGe” BrisBane. 
explosivo.
Replace the fifth sentence of Explosivo with the following:
Explosivo expires immediately after resolving the target model’s 
next ranged attack.

maJor markUs “sieGe” BrisBane. 
GroUnd poUnder.
Add the following sentence to Ground Pounder:
Ground Pounder attack rolls do not suffer the target in melee 
attack roll penalty, and a missed Ground Pounder attack roll is 
not rerolled against another model.

senTinel. shield GUard.
Replace the text of Shield Guard with:
Once per round, when a friendly model is directly hit by a ranged 
attack during your opponent’s turn while within 2˝ of this 
model, you can choose to have this model directly hit instead. 
This model is automatically hit and suffers all damage and 
effects. This model cannot use Shield Guard if it is incorporeal, 
knocked down, or stationary. 

sTorm lances. elecTrical BolT.
Add Damage Type: Electricity  to the Electrical Bolt weapon.

sTormwall. coverinG Fire.
Replace the first sentence of Covering Fire with:
Instead of making attacks with this weapon during this model’s 
activation, you can place a 3˝ AOE anywhere completely within 
this weapon’s RNG.

Trencher inFanTry. assaUlT 
(order).
(Apply only to the card. The WARMACHINE: Prime Mk II 
and Forces of WARMACHINE: Cygnar Trencher Infantry 
entries are correct). 
Add the following after the second sentence:
Models that received this order cannot make combined ranged 
attacks this activation.

TriUmph. sUB-Type.
(Apply only to the card. The WARMACHINE: Wrath entry 
is correct.)
Delete the word “Defender” from Triumph’s sub-type line.

Protectorate of Menoth
Blood oF marTyrs. aFFiniTy 
[Thyra].
Replace the second sentence of Affinity [Thyra] with the 
following:
When a model with Side Step hits an enemy model with an initial 
melee attack or a melee special attack that is not a power attack, it 
can advance up to 2˝ after the attack is resolved.

dervish. side sTep.
Replace the first sentence of Side Step with the following:
When this model hits an enemy model with an initial melee attack 
or a melee special attack that is not a power attack, it can advance 
up to 2˝ after the attack is resolved.

devoUT. shield GUard.
Remove the tactical tip and replace the text of Shield Guard 
with:
Once per round, when a friendly model is directly hit by a ranged 
attack during your opponent’s turn while within 2˝ of this 
model, you can choose to have this model directly hit instead. 
This model is automatically hit and suffers all damage and 
effects. This model cannot use Shield Guard if it is incorporeal, 
knocked down, or stationary. 

exemplar BasTion seneschal. iron 
wall.
Replace the last sentence of Iron Wall with the following:
When this model is directly hit by an enemy ranged or magic 
attack, you can choose to have one of those non-incorporeal 
warjacks be directly hit instead. That model is automatically hit 
and suffers all damage and effects.

hiGh execUTioner servaTh reznik. 
wiTch hoUnd.
Replace Witch Hound with the following:
When one or more models in this model’s battlegroup that are in 
its control area are hit by an enemy magic attack, immediately 
after the attack is resolved one model in this model’s battlegroup 
that is in its control area can make a full advance and make one 
normal attack.

vessel oF JUdGmenT. doors oF 
JUdGmenT.
(Apply only to the card. The WARMACHINE: Wrath entry 
is correct.)
Replace the first sentence of Doors of Judgment with the 
following:
Once per turn when a friendly living Faction warrior model in this 
model’s command range is boxed by an enemy attack at anytime 
other than when it is advancing, this model can use this miracle.
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Khador
BehemoTh. sUB-corTex.
Add the following text:
When this model makes its initial melee attacks or a power attack, 
it can also make its initial ranged attacks.

draGo. criTical ampUTaTion.
Replace the text of Critical Amputation with the following:
On a critical hit, warjack head and arm systems that suffer 
damage from this attack are crippled.

desTroyer. criTical ampUTaTion.
Replace the text of Critical Amputation with the following:
On a critical hit, warjack head and arm systems that suffer 
damage from this attack are crippled.

devasTaTor. BUlldoze.
Replace the first sentence of Bulldoze with the following:
When this model advances into B2B contact with an enemy model 
during its activation, it can push that model up to 2˝ directly 
away from it.

GreaT Bears oF Gallowswood. 
BackswinG.
Remove the tactical tip and replace the text of Backswing with:
Make a normal attack with this weapon. After resolving 
the attack, make one additional attack with this weapon.

iron FanG kovnik. shield march.
Add the following sentence to Shield March:
Shield March lasts for one turn.

iron FanG pikemen oFFicer & 
sTandard. deFensive FormaTion.
Replace the second sentence of Defensive Formation with 
the following:
Immediately after models in this unit complete their actions this 
turn, models in this unit other than this one can make a full 
advance, any previous orders this unit was issued expire, and this 
unit is affected by the Shield Wall order.

kayazy eliminaTors. side sTep.
Replace the first sentence of Side Step with the following:
When this model hits an enemy model with an initial melee attack 
or a melee special attack that is not a power attack, it can advance 
up to 2˝ after the attack is resolved.

koldUn lord. iron wall.
Replace the last sentence of Iron Wall with the following:
When this model is directly hit by an enemy ranged or magic 
attack, you can choose to have one of those non-incorporeal 
warjacks be directly hit instead. That model is automatically hit 
and suffers all damage and effects.

kommander harkevich, The iron 
wolF. JUmp sTarT.
Replace the first two sentences of Jump Start with the 
following:
Models in this model’s battlegroup that are currently in its control 
area stand up and are no longer stationary. Affected models can 
turn to face any direction.

kossiTe woodsmen. amBUsh.
Replace the last sentence of Ambush with the following:
Place all models in this unit in formation within 3˝ of the chosen 
table edge.

man-o-war demoliTion corps. 
BackswinG.
Remove the tactical tip and replace the text of Backswing with:
Make a normal attack with this weapon. After resolving the 
attack, make one additional attack with this weapon.

spriGGan. BUlldoze.
Replace the first sentence of Bulldoze with the following:
When this model advances into B2B contact with an enemy model 
during its activation, it can push that model up to 2˝ directly 
away from it.

vladimir Tzepesci. charGe oF The 
horse lords.
Replace the third sentence of Charge of the Horse Lords 
with the following:
When a model with Side Step hits an enemy model with an initial 
melee attack or a melee special attack that is not a power attack, it 
can advance up to 2˝ after the attack is resolved.

Cryx

cankerworm. imprinT: salvaGe.
Replace the third sentence with the following:
If it was a heavy or colossal wreck marker, remove +3 damage boxes.

helldiver. Jaws locaTion.
(Apply only to the Forces of WARMACHINE: Cryx entry. The 
card is correct.)
Change the location of the Jaws to “H.”

kraken. collecTor.
Add the following to the text of Collector:
This model can have up to three corpse tokens at a time.

leviaThan. BUrsT Fire.
Replace the text of Burst Fire with:
Gain +1 to damage rolls with this weapon against models with 
medium bases and +2 to damage rolls against models with large 
or huge bases.
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lich lord asphyxioUs. specTral 
leGion.
Replace the text of Spectral Legion with the following:
Return up to ten friendly destroyed non-warcaster small- or 
medium-based Faction grunts to play, placing them within 3˝ of 
Asphyxious. Returned models gain Undead  and Ghostly, become 
solos, and cannot be attacked or damaged for one turn. Returned 
models must charge during their activations and leave play at 
the end of this turn. (A model with Ghostly can advance through 
terrain and obstacles without penalty and can advance through 
obstructions if it has enough movement to move completely past 
them. A model with Ghostly cannot be targeted by free strikes.)

masTer necroTech morTeneBra. 
JUmp sTarT.
Replace the first two sentences of Jump Start with the 
following:
Models in this model’s battlegroup that are currently in its control 
area stand up and are no longer stationary. Affected models can 
turn to face any direction.

necroTech. creaTe scrap Thrall.
Replace the third sentence of Create Scrap Thrall with:
If it passes, d3 Scrap Thralls are created from a light wreck marker 
or d6 from a heavy or colossal wreck marker.

saTyxis Blood haG. enTropic 
Force.
(Apply only to the Forces of WARMACHINE: Cryx entry. The 
card is correct.)
Replace the text of Entropic Force with the following:
While in this model’s command range, enemy models lose Tough 
and cannot heal or be healed.

scrap Thrall. deaTh BUrsT.
Add the following to the text of Death Burst:
Death Burst damage is unboostable.

skarre, qUeen oF The Broken 
coasT. FaTe weaver.
Replace the second sentence of Fate Weaver with the 
following:
For each damage point she suffers, one large-based or smaller 
model currently in her control area can be affected by Fate Weaver.

sTalker. exTended conTrol 
ranGe.
Replace the text of Extended Control Range with:
When checking to see if this model is in its controller’s control 
area, double the area.

wraiTh enGine. Unhallowed.
(Apply only to the card. The WARMACHINE: Wrath entry 
is correct.)

Replace the text of Unhallowed with the following:
While another friendly Faction model is Incorporeal and in this 
model’s command range, the other friendly Faction model gains 
+2 ARM and does not suffer blast damage.

RetRibution of ScyRah

aspis. shield GUard.
Remove the tactical tip and replace the text of Shield Guard 
with:
Once per round, when a friendly model is directly hit by a ranged 
attack during your opponent’s turn while within 2˝ of this model, 
you can choose to have this model directly hit instead. This model 
is automatically hit and suffers all damage and effects. This model 
cannot use Shield Guard if it is incorporeal, knocked down, or 
stationary.

discordia. imprinT: kineTic Field.
Replace the second sentence of Imprint: Kinetic Field with 
the following:
This model gains +2 ARM against ranged attacks and does 
not suffer blast damage. While within 3˝ of this model, friendly 
models gain +2 ARM against ranged attacks and do not suffer 
blast damage. Kinetic Field lasts for one round.

hoUseGUard riFleman oFFicer & 
sTandard. whiTes oF Their eyes.
Replace the last sentence of Whites of Their Eyes with the 
following:
This activation, models in this unit gain an additional die on 
ranged attack rolls against models within 8˝ of the attacking 
model.

hyperion. sUB-Type.
Change Hyperion’s sub-type to “Retribution Colossal 
Myrmidon.”

kaelyssa, niGhT’s whisper. wiTch 
hoUnd.
Replace Witch Hound with the following:
When one or more models in this model’s battlegroup that are in 
its control area are hit by an enemy magic attack, immediately 
after the attack is resolved one model in this model’s battlegroup 
that is in its control area can make a full advance and make one 
normal attack.

lord arcanisT ossyan. Temporal 
disTorTion.
Replace the third sentence of Temporal Distortion with:
If the affected model is destroyed or removed from play, the AOE 
leaves play.

vyros, incissor oF The dawnGUard. 
Tide oF war.
Replace the first sentence of Tide of War with the following:
When one or more friendly Faction models are destroyed by an 
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enemy attack while in Vyros’ control area anytime except while 
advancing, immediately after the attack is resolved a friendly 
Faction model in Vyros’ control area can make a full advance.

Mercenaries
alexia ciannor & The risen. deaTh 
maGic.
Replace the last sentence of Death Magic with the following:
When this model would suffer damage, you can choose one or 
more models in this unit that are in this model’s command range 
to suffer any number of those damage points instead, divided as 
you choose. If you do, this model does not suffer that damage. A 
model cannot suffer more damage as a result of Death Magic than 
it has unmarked damage boxes.

alexia, misTress oF The wiTchFire. 
moUnT.
(Apply only to the WARMACHINE: Colossals entry. The card 
is correct.)
Alexia’s Mount POW is 12.

capTain phinneUs shae. sTorm 
raGer.
Replace the text of Storm Rager with the following:
Target friendly Faction warrior model gains +2 STR, MAT, and 
ARM and cannot be targeted by combined ranged attacks or 
combined melee attacks.

capTain sam machorne & The devil 
doGs. iron wall.
Replace the last sentence of Iron Wall with the following:
When this model is directly hit by an enemy ranged or magic 
attack, you can choose to have one of those non-incorporeal 
warjacks be directly hit instead. That model is automatically hit 
and suffers all damage and effects.

dannon BlyThe & BUll. BackswinG.
Remove the tactical tip and replace the text of Backswing 
with:
Make a normal attack with this weapon. After resolving the 
attack, make one additional attack with this weapon.

dirTy meG. drive: oFF road.
Replace the third sentence of Drive: Off Road with the 
following:
If it passes, the warjack gains Pathfinder  and must charge or 
power attack slam without spending focus during its activation 
this turn.

dUrGen madhammer. explosivo.
Replace the fifth sentence of Explosivo with the following:
Explosivo expires immediately after resolving the target model’s 
next ranged attack.

herne & Jonne. BarraGe arqUeBUs.
(Apply only to the WARMACHINE: Prime Mk II entry. The 
card and Forces of WARMACHINE: Mercenaries entry are 
correct.) 
The Barrage Arquebus has AOE 3.

oGrUn BokUr. shield GUard.
Remove the tactical tip and replace the text of Shield Guard 
with:
Once per round, when a friendly model is directly hit by a ranged 
attack during your opponent’s turn while within 2˝ of this model, 
you can choose to have this model directly hit instead. This model 
is automatically hit and suffers all damage and effects. This model 
cannot use Shield Guard if it is incorporeal, knocked down, or 
stationary. 

sTannis Brocker. BackswinG.
Remove the tactical tip and replace the text of Backswing 
with:
Make a normal attack with this weapon. After resolving the 
attack, make one additional attack with this weapon.

sTeelhead heavy cavalry. 
BackswinG.
Remove the tactical tip and replace the text of Backswing 
with:
Make a normal attack with this weapon. After resolving the 
attack, make one additional attack with this weapon.

Taryn di la rovissi, llaelese GUn 
maGe. shadow Fire.
Replace the text of Shadow Fire with the following:
The model hit does not block LOS this turn.

vanGUard. shield GUard.
Remove the tactical tip and replace the text of Shield Guard 
with:
Once per round, when a friendly model is directly hit by a ranged 
attack during your opponent’s turn while within 2˝ of this model, 
you can choose to have this model directly hit instead. This model 
is automatically hit and suffers all damage and effects. This model 
cannot use Shield Guard if it is incorporeal, knocked down, or 
stationary. 

wroUGhThammer rockram. 
weapon locaTions.
(Apply only to the card. The Forces of WARMACHINE: 
Mercenaries entry is correct.)

Change the location of the Sledge Cannon to “R” and the 
location of the Pulverizer to “L.”
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Trollbloods
Janissa sToneTide. wall oF sTone.
(Apply only to the card. The Forces of HORDES: Trollbloods 
entry is correct.)
Add the following to Wall of Stone:
Wall of Stone lasts for one round. 

Jarl skUld, devil oF The 
Thornwood. rollinG FoG.
Replace the third sentence of Rolling Fog with the following:
While in the AOE, friendly Faction models can advance through 
terrain and obstacles without penalty and can advance through 
obstructions and friendly models if they have enough movement 
to move completely past them.

krielsTone Bearer & sTone 
scriBes. proTecTive aUra.
Replace the last sentence of Protective Aura with the 
following:
When it does, for one round this model and friendly Faction 
models gain +2 ARM while within 4˝ of this model + 1˝ per fury 
point on this model.

madrak ironhide, Thornwood 
chieFTain. crUsher.
Add the following to Crusher:
Crusher lasts for one turn.

madrak ironhide, world ender. 
Grim salvaTion.
Replace the first sentence of Grim Salvation with the 
following:
When this model would be damaged by an enemy melee or ranged 
attack, it does not suffer the damage and effects triggered by 
taking damage from the attack.

rök. Field allowance.
(Apply only to the HORDES: Domination entry. The card is 
correct.)
Change FA U to FA C.

skaldi Bonehammer.
Skaldi Bonehammer is a Trollkin Champion model.

Troll BoUncer. shield GUard.
Remove the tactical tip and replace the text of Shield Guard 
with:
Once per round, when a friendly model is directly hit by a ranged 
attack during your opponent’s turn while within 2˝ of this 
model, you can choose to have this model directly hit instead. 
This model is automatically hit and suffers all damage and 
effects. This model cannot use Shield Guard if it is incorporeal, 
knocked down, or stationary. 

Trollkin skinner. Base size.
The Trollkin Skinner has a medium base.

CirCle OrbOrOs 
arGUs. BiTe locaTion.
(Apply only to the HORDES: Primal Mk II entry. The card 
and Forces of HORDES: Circle Orboros entry are correct.)
Change the location of the Argus’ Bite attack to “H.”

arGUs. paralysis.
Replace the text of Paralysis with the following:
A living model hit by this weapon has its base DEF reduced to 7 
and cannot run or charge. Paralysis lasts for one round.

drUids oF orBoros. coUnTer maGic.
Replace the text of Counter Magic with the following:
This model cannot be targeted by enemy spells. While within 3˝ of 
this model + 1˝ for each other model in this unit that is in formation, 
friendly models cannot be targeted by enemy spells and enemy 
models cannot cast spells. Counter Magic lasts for one round.

Grayle The FarsTrider. side sTep.
Replace the first sentence of Side Step with the following:
When this model hits an enemy model with an initial melee attack 
or a melee special attack that is not a power attack, it can advance 
up to 2˝ after the attack is resolved.

Tharn ravaGer shaman. 
liGhTninG roF.
(Apply only to the card. The Forces of HORDES: Circle 
Orboros entry is correct.)
Change the Lightning ROF to “1.”

Tharn ravaGer shaman. ToTem 
sTaFF.
(Apply only to the card. The Forces of HORDES: Circle 
Orboros entry is correct.)
Replace “Toten Staff” with “Totem Staff.”

warpBorn alpha. reach.
Add Reach  to the Warpborn Alpha’s Pole Axe.

warpwolF sTalker. weapon 
locaTions.
(Apply only to the HORDES: Primal Mk II entry. The card 
and Forces of HORDES: Circle Orboros entry are correct.)
Change the location of the Great Sword attack to “R” and 
the location of the Claw attack to “L.”

woldwaTcher. shield GUard.
Remove the tactical tip and replace the text of Shield Guard 
with:
Once per round, when a friendly model is directly hit by a ranged 
attack during your opponent’s turn while within 2˝ of this model, 
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you can choose to have this model directly hit instead. This model is 
automatically hit and suffers all damage and effects. This model cannot 
use Shield Guard if it is incorporeal, knocked down, or stationary.

Skorne
archdomina makeda. side sTep.
Replace the first sentence of Side Step with the following:
When this model hits an enemy model with an initial melee attack 
or a melee special attack that is not a power attack, it can advance 
up to 2˝ after the attack is resolved.

Basilisk krea. paralysis.
Replace the text of Paralysis with the following:
A living model hit by this weapon has its base DEF reduced to 7 
and cannot run or charge. Paralysis lasts for one round.

cyclops BrUTe. shield GUard.
Remove the tactical tip and replace the text of Shield Guard 
with:
Once per round, when a friendly model is directly hit by a ranged 
attack during your opponent’s turn while within 2˝ of this model, 
you can choose to have this model directly hit instead. This model is 
automatically hit and suffers all damage and effects. This model cannot 
use Shield Guard if it is incorporeal, knocked down, or stationary. 

cyclops raider. BUrsT Fire.
Replace the text of Burst Fire with:
Gain +1 to damage rolls with this weapon against models with 
medium bases and +2 to damage rolls against models with large 
or huge bases.

cyclops shaman. primal maGic.
Replace the text of Primal Magic with:
This model can use the animus of any friendly Faction non-character 
warbeast in its command range as if the animus were its own.

despoiler. Black arTs.
Replace the text of Black Arts with:
A friendly faction warlock with this model in its control area can 
upkeep one spell without spending fury.

molik karn. side sTep.
Replace the first sentence of Side Step with the following:
When this model hits an enemy model with an initial melee attack 
or a melee special attack that is not a power attack, it can advance 
up to 2˝ after the attack is resolved.

praeTorian swordsman oFFicer & 
sTandard. GranTed: side sTep.
Replace the second sentence of Granted: Side Step with the 
following:
When a model with Side Step hits an enemy model with an initial 
melee attack or a melee special attack that is not a power attack, it 
can advance up to 2˝ after the attack is resolved.

sieGe animanTarax. BUrsT Fire.
Replace the text of Burst Fire with:
Gain +1 to damage rolls with this weapon against models with 
medium bases and +2 to damage rolls against models with large 
or huge bases.

TiBerion. shield GUard.
Remove the tactical tip and replace the text of Shield Guard 
with:
Once per round, when a friendly model is directly hit by a ranged 
attack during your opponent’s turn while within 2˝ of this 
model, you can choose to have this model directly hit instead. 
This model is automatically hit and suffers all damage and 
effects. This model cannot use Shield Guard if it is incorporeal, 
knocked down, or stationary. 

venaTor Flayer cannon crew. 
BUrsT Fire.
Replace the text of Burst Fire with:
Gain +1 to damage rolls with this weapon against models with 
medium bases and +2 to damage rolls against models with large 
or huge bases.

venaTor reivers. BUrsT Fire.
Replace the text of Burst Fire with:
Gain +1 to damage rolls with this weapon against models with 
medium bases and +2 to damage rolls against models with large 
or huge bases.

venaTor reiver oFFicer & 
sTandard. BUrsT Fire.
Replace the text of Burst Fire with:
Gain +1 to damage rolls with this weapon against models with 
medium bases and +2 to damage rolls against models with large 
or huge bases.

Legion of everbLight
Bayal, hoUnd oF everBliGhT. 
oFFicer.
Add Officer  to Bayal.

BeThayne, voice oF everBliGhT. 
Flesh meld.
Add to the text of Flesh Meld:
When Bethayne leaves the table, upkeep spells she cast do not 
immediately expire and warbeasts in her battlegroup do not go 
wild. While melded, Belphagor can upkeep spells cast by Bethayne. 
When Bethayne returns to play, she retains any damage she had 
suffered before leaving the table. Bethayne can upkeep spells cast 
by Belphagor.

BlackFrosT shard.
The Blackfrost Shard is a Legion Blighted Nyss Character 
Unit.
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harrier. TrUe sTrike.
Replace the first sentence of True Strike with:
The next melee attack roll made by this model this activation hits 
automatically, then True Strike expires.

nephilim proTecTor. shield GUard.
Replace the text of Shield Guard with:
Once per round, when a friendly model is directly hit by a ranged 
attack during your opponent’s turn while within 2˝ of this model, 
you can choose to have this model directly hit instead. This model is 
automatically hit and suffers all damage and effects. This model cannot 
use Shield Guard if it is incorporeal, knocked down, or stationary. 

saeryn, omen oF everBliGhT. 
ForeBodinG.
Replace Foreboding with:
While within her control area, small-, medium-, and large-based 
models in Saeryn’s battlegroup cannot be targeted by melee 
attacks for one round.

seraph. slipsTream.
Add to the text of Slipstream:
Slipstream lasts for one turn.

spell marTyrs. Field allowance 
and poinT cosT.
Change FA 1 to FA 3. Remove point cost text “Up to 2 
additional Spell Martyrs 1 ea.”

sUccUBUs. aTTached.
Replace the phrase “friendly warlock” with “friendly 
Faction warlock.”

Throne oF everBliGhT. Fearless.
Add Fearless  to Throne of Everblight.

Minions
Bloody BarnaBas. Blood Boon.
Replace the phrase “without spending focus” with “without 
spending fury.”

Blackhide wrasTler. rise.
(Apply only to the card. The Forces of HORDES: Minions 
entry is correct.)
Replace the text of Rise with the following:
Target friendly knocked down Faction model immediately stands up.

FeralGeisT. spiriTBind.
Replace the fourth sentence of Spiritbind with the following:
Remove this model from the table. The warbeast’s controller can 
reave fury points on the warbeast. Fury points that are not reaved 
are removed.
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